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A
ll computers and networks are vulnerable to electronic attacks
from malicious code and hackers. According to the recently

released 2001 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey
available at www.gocsi.com, 85 percent of the 538 computer security
practitioners who responded1 reported that they had detected
computer security breaches within the last 12 months. Sixty-five
percent acknowledged financial losses due to computer breaches.
The 186 respondents who were willing or able to quantify their
losses reported a total of $377,828,700 in financial losses. Also,
according to the CSI/FBI survey, for the fourth consecutive year,
more respondents (70 percent) cited their Internet connection as a
frequent point of attack than cited their internal systems (31
percent). Indeed, the rise in those citing their Internet
connections as a frequent point of attack rose from
59 percent in 2000 to 70 percent in 2001.

As quickly as new operating systems and
applications appear, virus writers and hackers
begin analyzing them for potential security
holes. For example, the VBS Freelink virus,
which appeared in July 1999, actually
targeted Windows 2000 beta systems along
with Windows 98. Later, the Corner virus
appeared, which alters Office 2000 security
settings to Low, disables the Tools/Macro
menu, and turns off macro virus protection.
Future viruses with a similar ability to alter
security settings have the potential to open networks
to hack attacks and other malicious threats.

Meanwhile, companies are increasingly embracing technol-
ogy as a tool for building successful businesses. Today, Windows
2000 is the operating system of choice for many corporations and
small offices, offering a more stable platform than Windows 9x and
supporting a broader range of applications than Windows NT. In
addition, Windows 2000 integrates well with a variety of new and
sophisticated types of hardware, thereby giving businesses the
power and flexibility they need to maximize their use of technology
as a tool for building successful enterprises. However, like every
operating system, vulnerabilities still exist that can be exploited.

To continue to leverage today’s innovative technologies while
addressing the security threats of tomorrow, large corporations are
investing heavily in IT personnel. Small businesses, those with 100

people or less, in contrast, typically must rely on a single systems
administrator to handle an ever-broadening range of issues, including
software integration, updates, licensing agreements, system backups,
system monitoring and maintenance, user administration, and security
enforcement. Further, in many small business environments, the
role of system administrator is just one of several that one or more
individuals may share.

Regardless of size, businesses today must protect their assets and
productivity with appropriate levels of security. To that end, one of
the most effective steps toward securing such protection is to pinpoint
possible risks and identify potential solutions.

IDENTIFYING GAPS IN SECURITY

Every day, small business professionals
unknowingly commit seemingly insignificant

security breaches that make a hacker’s job
easier. From publicly posted passwords to
unfiltered email systems, bad habits and
simple oversights can increase the risk of
certain security assaults such as informa-
tion theft, virus proliferation, and web

site vandalism. For small businesses, the
key to providing blanket protection against

security threats is to first uncover the small
tears in their security systems before they

become gaping holes.

Unprotected Passwords
Employees who post passwords around their desk space or share

them with colleagues are inviting intruders to enter their system.
Likewise, passwords and other confidential information tossed in
the garbage are fair game for many hackers. Easily guessed passwords,
such as a birthday or a child or pet’s name, also offer little protection.
Even passwords committed to memory are not completely safe
from hackers. Some password cracking tools can, in a matter of
minutes, run through thousands of word combinations until they hit
on the right one. Others capture passwords as users log on. Using
these passwords, hackers can access and use a wealth of confiden-
tial information. User education is a key component for effective
network security.

For small businesses,
the key to providing

blanket protection against
security threats is to first
uncover the small tears
in their security systems

before they become
gaping holes.

1This survey is based on responses from 538 computer security practitioners in U.S. corporations, governmental agencies, financial institutions, medical institutions and universities.
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Computer security is an
issue for all businesses,

large or small. By understanding
the small gaps in their security
systems as well as the solutions
available for addressing such
risks, small businesses can
deploy the same enterprise-class
protection that their corporate
counterparts enjoy.
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Unsecured Broadband Internet
Connections

Increasingly, small businesses are opting
for always-on, broadband Internet connec-
tions over dial-up connection types. While
broadband connections make surfing the
Internet simple and extremely fast, they also
make hacking your system easy. Broadband
connections frequently use static IP
addresses, giving hackers a still target for
their hack attempts. Further, the always-on
nature of broadband connections enables
hackers to work on your system over the
course of days or even weeks, and return
whenever they want to launch new attacks.
In addition, even if you do have an Internet
connection that changes your IP address,
hackers can set up “notification” devices on
a computer to find your IP address even
after it has changed.

Once a hacker has gained entrance into
your system, he or she can cause a range of
damage, including:

◆ Steal your account information and
share it with others so that multiple
users can use your bandwidth by logging
onto your account. You might not even
know that unauthorized users are
logged on until you wonder why your
connection is slow. In the meantime,
hackers are enjoying a free ride, and
can even commit cyber-crimes using
your identity as an alias.

◆ Steal or destroy your computer files by
using mobile code to get to your hard
drive. An online thief could be looking
for credit card numbers, bank accounts,
or passwords for subscription web sites.
Sophisticated hackers may even plant a
Trojan horse on your computer, which
will allow him or her to easily sneak
back into your computer at will.

◆ Crack your passwords in minutes, using
a variety of readily available software
programs.

◆ Locate Windows files and printer
shares. Computer vandals leave scanners
running night and day, collecting IP
addresses that allow them to gain
access to those computers’ files.

◆ Attach viruses to email messages or
infect your computer through interactive
web applications, including Java
applets and ActiveX code. Malicious
programs are intended to destroy data
on your computer or crash targeted
software applications.

The best protection for each PC is a
personal/desktop firewall solution.

UNFILTERED EMAIL

It used to be that the best way to protect
your system from email viruses was to not
open email attachments from unknown
sources. Unfortunately, the rules have
changed. Viruses can now send themselves
to listings in a victim’s address book,
thereby appearing to be from a known
source. Users can unwittingly activate cer-
tain viruses and mobile code by simply
opening email.

Viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and
malicious mobile code — all forms of secu-
rity threats — continue to plague small
businesses, home users, and corporations
alike. Following are descriptions of some of
today’s most common threats, identified by
the malicious activity they cause:

◆ Mass Mailing: These malicious
programs send emails to other users,
usually with the malicious code body
embedded in or attached to the email.
Symptoms include sluggish server
performance or even crashed servers.
Consider the impact these types of
threats have as a denial of service
(DoS) attack. Examples include
VBS.LoveLetter, Wscript.Kakworm,
and Worm.ExploreZip.

◆ File Destruction: These malicious
programs remove or corrupt various
files from your system. Symptoms
include programs that are unable to
launch, unreadable data files, and
general system instability. Examples
include W32.Kriz, Worm.ExplorZip,
and VBS.NewLove.A.

◆ Data Export: These malicious programs
find personal information such as
passwords or credit card numbers and
send that information to a predetermined
email or Internet location. There are no
outward signs of this activity. An example
of this type of program is
PWSteal.Trojan.

◆ System Interception: These malicious
programs insert hooks into various
system components to allow monitoring
or disabling of those components or
possibly the alteration of their
functionality. Sometimes the hacker
uses hooks to automatically launch the
malicious program. Symptoms may

include the sending of additional emails
with normal outgoing mail; also,
browser functionality may be limited or
altered. Examples include W95.MTX,
W32.Navidad, and Happy99.Worm.

◆ Hardware Damage: These malicious
programs attempt to flash the BIOS or
erase the CMOS settings on your
system. Symptoms include an unre-
sponsive Power On Self Test and hard
drives that the system does not properly
identify. Examples include W32.Kriz,
W95.CIH, W32.Navidad, and
KeyPark.Trojan.

◆ Visual Payload: These malicious
programs display messages or graphics.
Symptoms include the sudden appearance
of various messages or graphical images.
New icons may appear in the system tray.
Examples include Happy99.Worm.

◆ Backdoor/Remote Control: These
malicious programs, upon installation,
listen for and then execute commands
coming from other computers.
Symptoms include excess network
traffic and unusual activity on IP/UDP
ports. Threats that perform DoS attacks
often use these backdoor mechanisms
to carry out the attack. Examples
include Backdoor.SubSeven,
BackOrifice, and NetBus.

FAULTY NETWORK
ACCESS/USE POLICY

In small business environments that do
not have a full-time system administrator, it
is often common practice to set up a network
access policy that allows for unlimited
access attempts. As a result, whenever legit-
imate users forget their passwords, they are
free to continue to try until they come
across the correct one. However, this
method of unregulated access leaves the
network wide open to hackers.

In businesses of all sizes, network use is
also an often-overlooked issue. For example,
many employees routinely ignore security
warnings as they download information
from the web. Such warnings might be trying
to alert the user that the information he or
she is about to receive contains ActiveX or
Java script, which can be malicious.

CLOSING THE GAPS

Many of the most pressing security risks
that small businesses face can be addressed
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by following safe security practices and by
implementing security software solutions.

PROTECT PASSWORDS

You should take the following steps to
ensure that passwords remain confidential:

◆ Do not post passwords in public places.
◆ Shred or incinerate all records of vital

security information.
◆ When employees exit, be sure their

logins and passwords are also deleted
immediately.

◆ Choose an alphanumeric password that
is at least eight characters long and uses
a mix of uppercase and lowercase
letters, numbers, and non-alphanumeric
symbols such as (!@#$%^& or).

◆ Change passwords frequently.

IMPLEMENT FIREWALLS

For busy small-business professionals,
staying up-to-date with the growing list of
security vulnerabilities in today’s software
applications is prohibitively time-consuming.
Further, addressing these vulnerabilities by
continually installing patches and recon-
figuring software represents an impossible
challenge. However, small businesses can
protect against even the most recent hacking
exploits by implementing firewalls.

By using a desktop firewall at each work-
station and/or laptop, you can assure users
that both their inbound and outbound
Internet communication is secure and pro-
tected from hackers. While all desktop
firewalls are automatically equipped to
prevent Internet access to a device from any
unrecognized user, a sophisticated desktop
firewall allows for necessary adjustments.
The rules by which it blocks or allows use
are changeable to address any unanticipat-
ed vulnerabilities to hacking and to ensure
that authorized users can gain remote
access. These more advanced desktop fire-
walls are also easy to use and administer,
making them even more effective in a
small-business environment.

USE ANTI-VIRUS SOFTWARE

The most effective prevention against
email virus infection is software that detects

viruses and malicious mobile code and
repairs infected files. Small businesses
should look for anti-virus solutions that
employ the most advanced detection tech-
nologies and that show independent proof
of high detection and repair rates.

One of the most effective detection
technologies utilizes heuristics to identify
new and unknown viruses automatically
after scrutinizing a program’s overall
structure, programming logic, instructions,
file data, and other attributes, then assessing
the likelihood of viral infection. With this
technology, clean files pass right through,
but the technology stops infected files
before they can cause harm. Heuristic
technologies will continue to play an
important role in effective virus protection,
particularly given the problem of certain
strains of viruses in applications such as
Microsoft Office 2000, where signature
recognition technology (virus fingerprinting)
often falls short.

Organizations such as Virus Bulletin
periodically examine and test anti-virus
software, rating their ability to detect in-the-
wild viruses and gauging scanning speeds
and performance overhead of on-access or
resident scanning components. Anti-virus
solutions that can detect 100 percent of the
viruses in the list should be at the top of the
list for consideration by security-conscious
small businesses.

One of the most important aspects of an
anti-virus solution is its updating component.
Because new viruses are emerging daily, it
is critical that small businesses be able to
quickly download up-to-date virus defini-
tions and even an updated scanning engine
over the Internet. Some anti-virus solutions
provide better than one-click updating by
sensing Internet connections and downloading
definitions and software automatically,
without user intervention.

TIGHTEN NETWORK ACCESS AND
USE POLICIES

Although it might inconvenience users, you
should set up your network access so that it
executes a lockout after four or five login
attempts. If an unauthorized user has forgotten
his or her password, assign a new one. Never
keep documented lists of user identification
and the corresponding passwords.

In addition, remind employees to heed
security warnings, especially when down-
loading information from the web. If the
user receives a warning that he or she is
attempting to download ActiveX or Java
code, instruct that user to be sure it is from
a trusted site. To ensure continual protec-
tion, install desktop firewall software and
set it to accept only downloads from
known sites.

CONCLUSION

Security will remain an issue for all busi-
nesses, large or small. By understanding the
small gaps in their security systems as well
as the solutions available for addressing
such risks, small businesses can deploy the
same enterprise-class protection that their
corporate counterparts enjoy. By using a
combination of advanced technologies and
best security practices, small businesses can
safeguard their data and systems while
leveraging the Internet to successfully
increase their presence in today’s competitive
eBusiness marketplace.
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